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Abstract— Cloud computing, hitherto a novel technology in
modern computing provide the users accessibility to a gamut of
resource rich pool of shared computing applications that can be
accessed on demand. The cloud data storage service relieves the
users from the burden of voluminous local data storage and their
maintenance by outsourcing mass data to the cloud. However
data outsourcing results in the users losing their physical control
of data. The accuracy of data stored in cloud is of paramount
importance and this was earlier accomplished by involving a
trusted third party to check the integrity of the data. The
introduction of a trusted third party may lead to unauthorized
exposure of the stored data to other users and also tampering of
data. The proposed work envisages an encrypted data integrity
checking scheme without a trusted third party auditor to verify
the authenticity of the data stored in the cloud. This ensures that
the data owners have the prospect of securing their sensitive
data. Data integrity can be assured by using ELGAMAL digital
signature scheme and also provides data dynamics by Merkle
B-tree algorithm. Extensive security and performance analysis
unequivocally proves that the proposed scheme is highly secure
and grossly efficient.

Index Terms— Authenticated password key exchange, Data
integrity, ElGamal encryption, Merkle B-tree, Third party
auditor.

I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing has ushered in major advancements to
the IT industries, enabling clients to run their software
applications in remote computing clouds where data storage
and processing resources could be achieved simultaneously.
Cloud computing is a novel paradigm where organizations or
individuals use the resources offered by cloud on rental basis
and enjoy the advantage of cost saving on initial investment to
setup private storage infrastructures, to purchase higher
versioned processors or networking elements. The clients,
world over are storing their important data in the remote
servers in the cloud without having a backup copy in their
local computers, as Storing data into the cloud relives the
burden for storage management. But while taking pleasure of
numerous benefits, the fact that the most important asset an
organization or individual is that the confidential data is not

under owners‘ direct physical control, depriving them of the
benefit of not ensuring that it is corrupted. The main goals are
to protect confidentiality and integrity of users‘ data stored on
cloud.
Researches, galore in conjunction with third party auditor
had been done for formulating remote integrity checking
protocols which allow data integrity checking in conjunction
with third party auditor. Normally third party auditor is a
reliable independent component which is trusted by both the
cloud users and server and has no incentive to conspire with
either the cloud server or user during the auditing process.
Trusted third party auditor is claimed to have the skill and
competence that normal cloud users may not have. In order to
save time and reduce communication overhead, many
researchers recommend the support of third party auditor
(TPA).
By leaving the resource consuming cryptographic
operations on TPA for achieving confidentiality and integrity,
cloud users can be worry-free. The issues such as TPA
becoming bottleneck, data leakage, introduction of new
vulnerabilities, scalability, accountability, performance
overhead, dynamic data support, extra hardware cost incurred
etc. have motivated many researchers to address the data
storage security problems without using a third party auditor,
where the cloud user may be comprised of extra application or
tool which helps it periodically checks the data integrity.
The proposed scheme achieves data storage correctness
in cloud computing without making use of a third party
auditor. The central design goal of the proposed scheme is to
enhance user‘s control in managing the various aspects
related to the secrecy of sensitive data. This can be achieved
by implementing data privacy categorization and protocols to
provide security of data in different categories. The proposed
model is user-centric, that is cloud customer can flexibly
control and manage the different privacy mechanisms
necessary to protect sensitive data and achieve legal
compliance. Customers will be aware of all the operations
carried out to secure the storage and processing of their
sensitive information through a secure privacy auditing
process.
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Recently, Ateniese et al. [15] propose two provable data
possession (S-PDP, E-PDP) schemes to provide integrity
protection for remote data. The S-PDP and E-PDP support
data block append operation, and a variant of their main PDP
scheme has public verifiability. Seb_e et al. [14] propose a
remote data possession checking protocol for critical
information infrastructures. Their protocol supports unlimited
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times of file integrity verifications and has a tradeoff between
the running time and the storage cost at the verifier. Their
protocol can be easily adapted to support data dynamics, but it
doesn‘t support public verifiability. After that several studies
[12], [8] focus on providing data dynamics to provable data
possession protocols. Ateniese et al. [12] propose a very
efficient PDP protocol which is based on message
authentication codes. Their protocol supports block
modification, deletion and append. Erway et al. [8] propose
two efficient PDP constructions with data dynamics by using
rank-based skip lists and RSA trees. Later Wang etal. [3], [7]
recognize the need of privacy against third-party verifiers and
develop a random masking technique to deal with this
problem. The proposed schemes in [3], [7] use a third party
auditor to perform the verification. A third party auditor has
certain special expertise and technical capabilities, which the
clients do not have. Wang et al. [9] propose a protocol for
ensuring remote storage security in the environment of
multiple servers. Hao and Yu [2] propose a remote data
possession checking protocol for the multiple replicas setting,
which supports integrity verification performed by anyone
other than client. The scheme proposed in [1], which
independently envisages a RSA based HVT methods for
remote data integrity checking with the help of third party
verifier. The proposed protocol can be viewed as an
adaptation of [14] to support more functionality. It inherits the
support of data dynamics from [14], and supports integrity
verification performed by anyone other than client and for
providing security; it doesn‘t need to use a third-party verifier
to check the integrity of data. It also uses ElGamal digital
signature scheme for providing integrity verification [11],
[16]. PAKE protocol [4], [17] is used to provide security to
the passwords provided for authentication and also supports
data dynamics by using Merkle B tree algorithm[13],[16].
III. SYSTEM MODEL
The system model in this work is a typical cloud
computing model with three participants as illustrated in fig 1.
The three different entities are:
 A cloud service provider which manages and operates a
cloud infrastructure of storage and computing services.
 A data owner that employs the cloud storage and
computing resource facilities to remotely store and
process data.
 A user who access the data from cloud storage.
Authentications of the users are made secure by an
Authenticated Password Key Exchange protocol. The
proposed secure mass data storage and integrity verification
scheme envisages a user centric approach in which the cloud
data owner has full control on the privacy mechanisms to be
applied on the cloud data. The data owner classifies the data
based on significance and sensitivity into three privacy
categories.
 Insensitive: Data marked with this attribute is not sensitive
and hence the provider is fully trusted to store it without
any form of encryption.

 Sensitive: Data marked with this attribute is stored
encrypted by the data owner- specific key.
Cloud service provider

Authentication

Cloud data storage
User specification

User

Data
owner
Data dynamics

Integrity
checking

Data categorization

Insensitive

Sensitive
Encrypted data

Fig 1: System architecture
The data owner will provide a unique identification
number fid for each data that is to be stored in the cloud. With
this unique file identification number, we can identify in
which category the data will be.
The security of the users‘ passwords is enhanced by the
protocol mentioned in [4], [17]. An Authenticated password
key exchange is where based on the knowledge of their
password, two or more parties establish a cryptographic key
using message exchanging, such that an unauthorized party
cannot involve in the process of brute force guessing the
password. This method envisages that strong security can be
obtained using weak passwords. Let
be primes such that
and let G be a subgroup of
of order q in which
the DDH (Decisional Diffie-Hellman) assumption holds.
During the initialization phase, generators
and a function H from a family of universal one-way hash
functions [18] (which can be based on any one-way function)
are chosen at random and published. Note that this public
information is not an added assumption;‖standard‖
Diffie-Hellman key exchange typically assumes that parties
use a fixed generator g, and seem to require a public generator
g for their proofs of security. However, we do require that no
one know the discrete logarithms of any of the generators with
respect to any other, and thus we need either a trusted party
who generates the public information or else a source of
randomness which can be used to publicly derive the
information. As part of the initialization phase, passwords are
chosen randomly for each client and assumed that all
passwords lie in
. For typical values of , this will be a
valid assumption for human-memorable passwords.
Initialization:
Step 1: Select
prime with
and
; this
defines group subgroup of
of order q in which DDH
holds.
Step 2: Choose random generators
Step 3:
Publish parameters
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Step 4: Passwords for each client are chosen independently at
random from set {1 … N}, where N is a constant, independent
of the security parameter.
The execution of the PAKE protocol is given as follows:
When client C wants to connect to server S, the
client first runs the key generation algorithm for the one-time
signature scheme, giving VK and SK. Then, the client
computes a client-encryption of
. This, along with the
client's name, is sent to the server as the first message. The
server chooses random elements
from
,
computes
using the first message, and forms
. The server then computes a
server-encryption of
. This is sent back to the client as
the second message. The client selects random elements
from
, computes
using the second
message, and forms K =
. Finally,
and K are signed using the signing key which was generated in
the first step. The sid is defined as the transcript of the entire
conversation.
Procedure:
Client side:(

)

is given as:

to server

Server side:

ELGAMAL INTEGRITY VERIFICATION
After storing the data in the cloud the data owner and
the user can check the integrity of the data by using ElGamal
public key encryption algorithm along with ElGamal digital
signature scheme. The data before storing in cloud, the client

preprocess it and send to the cloud. The sending packet will
contain the following:
Dwid :-This is the unique data owner ID provided by the
cloud service provider upon registration.
Uid :- This is the unique user ID provided by the cloud service
provider upon registration.
Fid :- This is the unique file ID provided by the data owner
which contains field specifying whether the data is
Insensitive(IS) or Sensitive(SN).
The ElGamal public key encryption algorithm gives the data
owners public key and private key.
ElGamal public key algorithm:
Data user chooses
i. A large prime number p.
ii. A primitive element g modulo p.
iii. A (possibly random) integer x with 2 ≤ x
≤ p-2.
iv. y gx (mod p).
Data user‘s public key is (p,g,y)
and private key is
(x)
.
User computes
.
Data owner encrypts the message M where M<p.
A random integer ‗k‘ is chosen by the data owner and
computes
and
.
Message M sent as (gr, M*yr) ≡ (gr, M* gxr).
Decryption (M* gxr)((gr)x)-1 mod p ≡ M.
ElGamal digital signature scheme
a ≡ gk (mod p); gcd (k, p-1) = 1; else a ≡ 1?
Message M.
Public key (g, p, y ≡ gx (mod p))
M ≡ (xa + kb) mod (p-1)
where x is the private key and k random
secret value.
Digital Signature (a,b) sent with M.
The sending packet will be
,Dwid||Fid||E(
,
)||Timestamp
along with ES(a,b).
ElGamal signature verification
yaab ≡ gM (mod p)
gM ≡ g(xa+kb) mod p
(gx)a (gk)b ≡ yaab (mod p)
If M was modified, congruence would be violated
DATA DYNAMICS
After storing data in the cloud the data owner can
dynamically update it. The data dynamics offer data insertion,
deletion and modification. This can be achieved by a novel
technique called Merkle B tree. An MB-tree works like a B+
tree and also consists of ordinary B+ tree nodes that are
extended with one hash value associated with every pointer
entry. The hash values associated with entries on leaf nodes
are computed on the database records themselves. The hash
values associated with index node entries are computed on the
concatenation of hash values of their children. An example
MB-tree is depicted in figure 2. A leaf node entry is
associated with hash value
, while an index node
entry with
), where
are the
hash values of the node‘s children, assuming fan-out
per
node. After computing all hash values, the data owner has to
sign the hash of the root using the private key.
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The Merkle B-tree (e.g., insertion and deletion) are
similar to those on B+ tree. The primary advantage of B+ tree
is that it has a large fan-out, which can reduce the number of
I/O operations when searching for an element [15].
……
………

…….

…
………..

to

If so, the one who queries returns the null

set Rst , Prf, and accept. Otherwise, abort.
 If Rst is not null, suppose the query result is
(
,s . The server returns the proof
Prf including two paths: one path of the left-most
neighbor leaf of
, and the other path of the
right-most leaf of
Then the querier uses Prf
and the result Rst to construct a
, and
verifies whether the root of the this tree is valid
for
If so, the querier
returns (Rst,Prf,accept); otherwise abort.

Fig 2: An MB-tree node
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Let sig = (keygen, sign, verify) be a secure signature
scheme. Let O be an ordered set. The Merkle B-tree
scheme[13] consists of algorithms as follows:
 (
)
This algorithm runs

Implementation in .Net gives results as the ElGamal
encryption takes longer time compared to RSA which leads to
a delayed preprocess stage. Preprocess time for both the
algorithms have been shown in figure 3 & 4.

to obtain a pair of secret and public
keys

).

 (State, Au)

setup(

) : This algorithm outputs a

succinct signature which can be used for verification. The
structure of Merkle B-tree T is similar to tree, where
the leaves store elements in ordered set O, and the values
of internal nodes are computed from concatenation of the
values of their children through an appropriate hash
function. The root of the tree will be signed to produce
the state information, denoted by state=sig.sign(T) and
Au=T.
 Update: The update protocol fulfills update operations.
Reference [15] gives the details about the insertion and
deletion operations. Suppose Upd=‖update the element
‖.Upon receiving Upd from the data owner, the
server updates

by replacing

Fig 3: File size vs pre-process time in ElGamal

and

updates T to . The server provides a proof, a path of
in T, namely a sequence including values of nodes from
to the root of MB-tree as well as the values of these
nodes‘ siblings. The data owner can hash the path of
from the bottom to the top and verify whether the root
is valid with respect to state or not. If so, the data owner
updates the path from the bottom to the top by replacing
with
which result in a new root, signs the new root,
and sets

(

); otherwise, the data

owner aborts.
 Verify: Given a range query qry(a,b), the server outputs a
proof Prf showing that Rst contains all elements in [a,b].
 If Rst is empty, which means there exists some s,
such that
.The server returns the
proof Prf including two paths: a path of
path of

and a

The querier hashes each path from

bottom to the top, and verify whether the roots
match the state
and
is neighbor

Fig 4: File size vs pre-process time in RSA

ElGamal shows exceptionally high readings compared to
RSA. Preprocess includes key generation, metadata creation
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and file transfer. The key generation time for both the
algorithms is almost same. ElGamal is slower at encryption
end but faster while decrypting. So the cryptosystem
generates proof quickly compared to RSA as seen in Figure 3,
4 and Figure 5, 6.

Fig 5: File size vs storage space in ElGamal

Fig 6: File size vs storage space in RSA

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The proposed work gives a new data integrity
verification protocol for cloud storage providing integrity
protection of customers‘ important data. It is proved to be
secure against unauthorized users since it does not involve
any trusted third party in data integrity checking operation.
Only the data owner and authenticated users are allowed to
check the integrity of data. ElGamal encryption scheme is for
checking the integrity of data. User performing integrity
verification avoids disputes between the client and server
regarding data integrity. It has very good efficiency in the
aspects of communication, computation and storage costs.
Dynamic data updating is provided by Merkle B-tree
algorithm.

The future work is focused on protocol support for
data dynamics using Embedded Merkle Hash Tree (EMHT)
[13] and a hardware support for data integrity checking.
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